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Introduction 

 

This is a fast play set of rules for space combat.  My playing surface is overlaid with a 1.5 inch hex grid.  You 

will need a pack of normal playing cards with the jokers removed to adjudicate combat. 

 

Command and Control 

 

Give each ship in the fleet an ID number.  Have a chit for each ship on the table (and a blank chit) and put them 

in a cup.  When the ship’s chit is drawn from the cup it is activated.  When the blank chit is drawn it is the end 

of the turn.  When a ship is activated, it may move, manoeuvre and fire as you wish. 

 

Ship classification 

 

 Shields Weapons Propulsion cells 

Light 8 8 16 

Medium 12 8 or 16 12 

Heavy 16 16 8 

 

Movement 

 

When a ship is activated, it may choose to move a certain number of hexes on the table, or it may choose to 

“jump” out of the battle.  You may do this because you feel the ship has suffered enough damage or has no 

weapons left to affect the battle.  

 

Alternatively, you may just want to jump the ship out of the battle for a tactical pause.  If that is the case put the 

corresponding chit back in the cup at the beginning of the turn you hope to see your ship return.  When its chip 

is drawn from the cup place it anywhere on the table and manoeuvre, move or fire as you wish. 

 

Ships move 1 hex for every propulsion cell operating (you don’t have to use up all of your allotment).  Change 

of facing costs 1 hex.  Ships with less than 50% of their fuel cells may not jump. 

 

Combat 

 

All ships fire at effective range which is 12 hexes. 

 

Light ships only ever carry light weaponry 

Light ships only fire into their forward arc (180 degrees) 

Medium ships may carry either light or heavy weaponry 

Heavy ships carry heavy weaponry 

Medium and heavy ships fire all around the ship (360 degrees) 

 

 

1. Check all ships on the table to see whether shields are up or down  
2. Fire weapons 

3. For each hit check damage and mark ship’s log accordingly 



 

Shields Up All ships start the game with shields down.  Turn up two 

playing cards.  In order to raise shields, the cards must be 

either the same colour or a pair. 

Weapon classification Weapons are either heavy or light 

 

Ships armed with heavy weapons turn up 8 cards 

Ships armed with light weapons turn up 4 cards 

Damage Clubs draw again 

Diamonds damage weapons 

Hearts damage shields 

Spades damage propulsion 

Effects Shields 

76-100%  Only Spades will cause damage 

51-75%  Hearts and Spades cause damage 

26-50%  Diamonds, Hearts and Spades cause damage 

1-25%  Any card causes damage 

 

Weapons 

Up to 25% damage lose 25% of cards drawn 

26-50% lose 50% of cards drawn 

51-75% lose 75% of cards drawn 

76-100% Draw one card only until all weapons are gone 

 

Propulsion 

Lose one hex of movement for each propulsion cell lost. 

Any ship that has lost more than 50% of its propulsion 

cells may not jump 

Sensors All ships have sensors which work all the time regardless 

of damage to the ship. 

Hailing Declare which ship(s) you are hailing. Turn over two 

cards; if they are the same colour or a pair you have 

established communications 

 

Combat example 

 

The Black Fleet Alliance Heavy Starship, Benellyn, has detected a Red Kompact Heavy Starship, the Kal Pol, 

on its side of the Neutral Zone which is a clear breach of treaty obligation. The Kal Pol is not responding to 

hails and sensors show that she has her shields up and is powering up her weapons systems.  The two ships are 

approaching one another, but not yet in weapons range. 

 

The Captain calls Red Alert and orders the Benellyn’s shields to be raised.  He turns up two cards, the King and 

ten of Spades, both black cards so he has successfully raised his shields. 

 

The Kal Pol is now in range and fires the first salvo.  She is carrying heavy weapons and will turn up eight 

playing cards.  

 

The Benellyn currently has 100% shields so only Spades will cause damage.  Two spades are present in the 

eight card draw.  Draw two more cards to see what damage is caused.  If a club is drawn replace it.  

 



A Heart and a Spade are drawn so the Benellyn loses one shield point and one propulsion cell. The damage is 

relatively minor.  The shields are holding, and propulsion is down by one to seven hexes 

 

The next chit out of the cup indicates that the Kal Pol will continue its attack.  She draws another eight cards.  

No Spades this time as the slightly damaged shields of the Benellyn hold good. 

 

The next chit indicates the Benellyn will respond.  Eight cards are drawn with one of them being a Spade.  Draw 

one card for damage – a Spade.  The Kal Pol loses one propulsion unit. 

 

The next chit indicates that the Benellyn will continue to press her attack.  Eight cards with one Spade again.  

The damage card is another Spade and therefore another propulsion cell is gone on the Kal Pol.  She has now 

lost 25% of her movement. 

 

Once again, the chit indicates the Benellyn will continue her attack.  She still has a full weapons complement 

and draws eight cards.  Once again there is only one Spade in the mix.  The damage card is a Heart and so the 

Kal Pol will lose her first shield point. 

 

The Kal Pol responds with an eight card draw as she still has all her weapons systems online.  No Spades this 

time, but the next chit indicates she can fire again.  Four Spades this time.  The damage cards are two Diamonds 

and two Spades, so the Benellyn loses two weapons systems and two more propulsion cells. 

 

The Benellyn has the opportunity to return fire.  Because she has lost up to 25% of her weapons systems, she 

now only draws six cards.  The Kal Pol’s shields continue to hold so the Benellyn still need Spades to cause 

damage.  There is just one Spade in the draw; the damage card is a Heart, so the Kal Pol loses another shield 

point. 

 

The Kal Pol fires again.  Her tactical officer is on fire this time drawing five Spades.  The damage cards are two 

Diamonds, two Hearts and a Spade causing the Benellyn to lose two more weapons systems, two more shield 

points and one more propulsion cell.  

 

The Benellyn is now at a critical moment.  Having lost half of her propulsion cells she only needs to lose one 

more to make it impossible for her to jump.  The next chit indicates that the Benellyn may respond and the 

captain decides that discretion is the better part of valour.  He jumps his ship out of the contact and reports the 

incursion to the Black Fleet Alliance High Command. 
 


